Don’t Fear – The Calvary is Here! – COVID Vaccines to the Rescue
By Orlean Koehle, President Eagle Forum of California, information taken from
her book Unmasking the Masquerade II, December 14, 2020 ©
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Bill Gates and Dr. Anthony Fauci Are Leading the Charge in the COVID Vaccine Brigade: Fauci, who many
consider as the supreme medical authority on COVID 19 in the U.S, stated on "Good Morning
America" November 19, that for those who are “suffering from COVID fatigue, the cavalry is
coming and help is really on the way." Fauci urged Americans to "hang in there" and "double
down" on COVID-19 preventative measures as progress is made towards a vaccine. 1
But do we really need to be rescued by the vaccine Calvary? When all the numbers are closely
examined, is this a true pandemic? Can the COVID vaccines save us? How safe and effective
are they? What is in the vaccine? What is the “track record” of the companies making them?
How are they going to be delivered to us? Is there a promised ID number that can be scanned so
authorities will know who has received the vaccine? What will happen if we choose to say no to
the vaccine?
Constant Promotion of Vaccines: In all of his interviews over the past nine months, Bill Gates also has been promoting
vaccines as the only solution to coming back to normal. For example, April 4, on CBS
this Morning, Gates authoritatively stated that “mass public gatherings will not come
back at all until we have mass vaccinations.”2 How does Gates get to determine
that? He is not a medical doctor. But since he is a multi billionaire and has financial
connections to just about every vaccine manufacturer in the world,3 he carries a lot of
weight.
December 14, 2020, One Winning Vaccine Company – Ready for Delivery!
Pfizer-BioTech vaccines began to be delivered in New York City, and 145 other large
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cities.
The vaccines arrived with a police escort to make sure they arrived safely.

This was the map of California shown December 8. It
has become worse since, with only a small area not
showing purple. Every day of November through
December, Californians are told the scary tale of
numbers skyrocketing, but the vaccines are coming to
rescue us!
Not Going Back to Normal Until a Vaccine:” California’s Governor Newsom has continued to echo the words of
Gates and Fauci. In a press conference May 5, 2020, Newsom proclaimed, “We’re not going back to normal. …until we get
to immunity and a vaccine.” In the meantime, “It’s a new normal with adaptations and modifications.” 4
Truer words were never spoken! That is all that we have seen the past nine months – constant “adaptations and
modifications” in the yo-yo effect King Newsom has been putting California through with his constant emergency
Executive Orders! The latest new normal imposed on our state is that 94% of the counties are now back in the purple
category because of rising numbers of cases. And we have a curfew until December 21st from 10:00 p.m. to 5:00 a.m. All
restaurants are closed for inside and outside eating again – just takeout orders allowed. The firemen are enlisted to join the
police in enforcing these new rules. However, many sheriffs and police are stating they will no longer enforce those orders.
COVID-19 Fatigue: Of course, there is much “fatigue” as Fauci stated in his Good Morning America interview. We
are all tired of the lockdowns, the yo-yo effects on our businesses (deemed “non-essential”) that are allowed to open for a
few weeks, then close again, open again, close again. Many of which have now closed their doors forever.
We are tired of the effect on our churches, the closure of our schools and the effect that is having on our youth who, in
California, have not been able to attend schools or colleges in person since last March. We are tired of the loss of jobs and
the loss of freedoms and liberties. We are tired of being forced to wear masks and social distance. We miss seeing people’s
smiles, we miss giving hugs and handshakes. The elderly are especially tired of feeling isolated, and lonely, especially
those in rest homes.
Do We Really Need to be Rescued as Fauci Stated? Should we be having lockdowns again? What do the numbers
reveal? – Do we have a true pandemic? Before 2009, a pandemic was defined as a widespread disease with a high mortality
rate. After 2009, it was changed by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Center for Disease (CDC) defined as a
widespread disease with a high number of cases. That is why we keep hearing of rising numbers of cases, but sometimes the
news reporter totally leaves off how many deaths there are. As of December 13, according to the state government
statistics, there are 1,551,766 cases in California, with 20,969 deaths.5 However, we are not told how many of those
“cases” tested positive but never really came down with the virus, nor are we told how many have recovered. The recovered
ones never get taken off the list, so it can keep growing and growing. In most places in California and throughout the
nation and the world, the recovery rate is very good - about 95%, but we are not told that either. 6
Are Flu and Pneumonia Cases Now Listed as COVID? A report coming from three Santa Barbara hospitals (Cottage
Health, Marian, and Lompoc) about the “rapid flu testing results” for 2020 – 2021 shows the common flu very high
(reaching 27%) during January through March, but starting in April 2020, the flu basically flat lines and never shows up
again the rest of the year. Could that be because it is now engulfed in the COVID 19 statistics. And why is COVID in
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November and December spiking? Because this is flu and cold season and that is when they always spike. There is a
report from US News and World Report, that tells of COVID-19 pneumonia. They just list them both together. 7
Rate of Death in California: Even if those numbers were true COVID cases, in a state the size of California with a
population of almost 40 million, what percentage of deaths by COVID is 20,967? Divide 40 million into 20,967 and you
get .005%. That is not even close to 1%. Even with the number of cases of 1,577,766, when that large number is divided
by 40 million, you have .03% cases, still not even 1%.
Rate of Death in the USA: If you run the mortality numbers for the nation and for the world, you still get less than 1
%. According to the CDC report December 14, the USA now supposedly has 296.818 deaths by COVID, out of 15,932.116
cases.8 The USA has a population of 331,828.037 million (rounded off to 332 million). When you divide 332 million into
296,818 deaths, you get .008%. Again, that is not even close to 1%. How can this be called a pandemic?
“A Propaganda-demic and a Paranoia-demic:” Is that what is really going on? Instead of telling us the truth and
putting the numbers into perspective, every day we hear the words of “soaring numbers, spike in cases, surge, a fast train
bearing down upon us, climbing numbers, overflowing hospitals.”
Consequentially, there are new restrictions and shutdowns by overzealous governors and health administrators. And we
are told to stay home, don’t travel, have only three families together for Thanksgiving and Christmas (in California); only
two families allowed (in Washington); six people together (in Oregon).
Other states are going through the same yo-yo effect hurting their businesses, schools, and churches because of equally
dictatorial governors, so, of course, people are all anxious to do anything so they can “get back to normal” and “assemble
again.” Bill Gates predicts that Americans will be standing in line in droves to get the vaccine to get back to normal.
Three Vaccines Now Ready to Go: Amazingly, two American-made vaccines, one by Pfizer, and one by Moderna,
already announced in November that their tests have proven them to be “90-95% effective” and they are just waiting for
“emergency” approval from the FDA and they will be ready for distribution probably in December. A third vaccine in the
UK is made by Oxford University and the pharmaceutical company called Astra-Zenecka. It was announced on November
19th to be highly effective “especially for elderly people.” All three vaccines require booster shots to be given 3 weeks later.
All three are RNA and DNA vaccines. In fact, that is where Moderna gets its name. Mode =modify; rna = RNA. Its
whole purpose is to modify or change the RNA.
The drawing and information is from a Nov.17
article from CBC news: “The vaccines consist of
genetic instructions on how to make the modified spike
protein from SARS-CoV-2, the coronavirus that causes
COVID-19. The genes are encoded in mRNA and
packaged in lipid nanoparticles. Once the vaccine is
injected into the body, human cells use the instructions
to make copies of the spike protein for the immune
system to learn to recognize. Pfizer's technology
includes Vancouver-based Acuitas Therapeutics's lipid
nanoparticles to deliver the mRNA after it's injected
into the cells.1
Here is what Bill Gates says about the RNA and
DNA Vaccines: “I’m particularly excited by two new approaches that some of the candidates are taking: RNA and DNA
vaccines. If one of these new approaches pans out, we’ll likely be able to get vaccines out to the whole world much faster.”
He then explains how an RNA vaccine works “for the sake of simplicity.” He says the DNA vaccines are similar, “just
with a different type of genetic material and method of administration.”
How the RNA Vaccine Works: “… rather than injecting a
pathogen’s antigen into your body, you instead give the body the
genetic code needed to produce that antigen itself. When the
antigens appear on the outside of your cells, your immune system
attacks them—and learns how to defeat future intruders in the
process. You essentially turn your body into its own vaccine
manufacturing unit.9
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Concerns: Alex Newman, award-winning investi-gative journalist, who wrote the Foreword to the book Unmasking the
Masquerade, states several reasons to be concerned: 1) RNA technology is an experiment “never been used before,” and
testing it not on animals first but on human guinea pigs. 2) Gates, himself, admits that these vaccines will insert new
genetic material into a patient’s DNA, supposedly to help
An illustration of how the army of tiny nanobots will supposedly be at
them combat the virus. Newman calls this “an
work attacking virus forms.
unprecedented assault on God’s created order that must be
resisted.” Changing a person’s RNA and DNA is very serious with serious side effects that will be passed on to generations.
If it can be passed on. Many fear these vaccines will cause infertility 3) “This has been kept very quiet; most of humanity
has no clue it’s even coming.” 4) Adding insult to injury, the vaccines are being made using the bodies of abortion victims.10
What Else is in the Vaccines? What Newman said about aborted fetus
cells being in the vaccines is very true. This has been going on in the
abortion industry and vaccine business for many years now. On the Hal
Turner Radio Show, November 19, the following picture was shown, taken
from the label that is on the box for the Astra-Zenaka vaccines, the one
coming from Oxford, England. Turner writes:
“Recombinant DNA” – “Gene Splicing” – a “New Entity:” The new
"vaccine" is "ChAdOx1-S" recombinant DNA, known as AZD1222. What
does recombinant mean? “It is the process of taking the gene from one
entity and putting it into the DNA from another.” It is also called “gene splicing.” Another definition is “new entity.” 11
That sounds rather scary! Why would anyone be willing to take a vaccine that is going to change genes inside your DNA,
or splice genes and come out with a new entity? Is that really what these vaccines are all about – creating new entities?
Will everyone taking them be changed permanently? I am afraid that is exactly what these vaccines are meant to do.
The scientific language is like reading code or a foreign language –is that by design? Hal Turner did some more
research on these words, plus a few others that came up, such as “direct RNA sequencing – (sequencing means measuring
gene expression in biomedical research);” nCoV-19 genome in human; MRC-5 and A549 cell lines; HEK293.” Turner
found out that these code names show that part of the vaccine is coming from (adenovirus) taken from chimpanzees; which
has been engineered to contain instructions for creating the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 – the virus that causes COVID19. The journal Nature says the vaccine ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 used T-Rex 293 HEK cells. HEK-293 refers to “human
embryonic kidney cells. Wikipedia states that MRC-5 is “a diploid cell culture composed of fibroblasts originally
developed from the lung cells of a 14 week-old aborted male fetus.”
So, in other words the COVID 19 vaccine is
going to affect and change our RNA and DNA by bringing into our bodies, foreign cells from chimpanzees, human
embryonic kidney cells, and aborted male fetus cells. Would any of us want to put such a “Franken-soup” into our
bodies or that of our children or grandchildren? 12
How to Read Code for Aborted Fetal Cells in Vaccines: Dr. Theresa Deisher - Stanford PHD, holds 23 patents, and
was the first to discover adult cardiac stem cells. She explains that in order to collect coveted fetal heart tissue, a baby must
be living for the extraction to be viable. Here are the code numbers and what they mean: MRC-5 is the name of a 14-week
gestational baby boy; WI-38 is a 14-week gestation baby girl; Both are commonly listed as ingredients in your vaccines;
WALVAX is a 3-month gestational female who was ultimately selected from among 9 aborted BABIES; Other baby names
used in vaccine package inserts are IMR-90 and HEK293, WI-26, WI-38, MRC-5, VA4 - RDNA, HEK-293, & RA273.
Look at the list for the other scientific names of human children used to produce vaccine:
https://tinyurl.com/ViewPackageInserts.
Can Using the Cells from Aborted Babies Be Justified? The following comes from Jessica Farnsworth, M.D. written
May 2011. She wrote an article titled “Development of Vaccine from Aborted Babies,” in which she states how appalled
she was when she first found out, as a Christian doctor, that aborted baby parts were being used for making vaccines. Some
doctors try to justify it as okay because it is for the “greater good,” to save other lives through vaccines. Dr. Farnsworth
writes:
No matter what “good” may be engineered from an evil, the evil act remains evil, and any participation in that
evil is immoral. We cannot justify the evil of abortion by saying it provided the “good” of vaccines that protect
our children and society. I do not find anywhere in Scripture that says we have a moral obligation or justification
to protect ourselves at the expense of another human being. Promoting the greatest good for the greatest number
of people at the expense of an innocent person is utilitarianism, and violates the sanctity of human life. 13
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All Vaccines Contain Toxic Substances: The truth is that all vaccines suppress the immune system and introduce
dangerous, highly toxic substances into your body. For some reason, the vaccine makers like to add binding agents
called “adjuncts” such as mercury (thimerosal), formaldehyde, monosodium glutamate (MSG) and aluminum. They
have caused serious adverse reactions, autoimmune diseases like autism and cancer in many children and people. One
out of 48 children are now suffering from autism, and this is autism that they were not born with but what occurred
immediately after the child was given a cocktail of vaccines.14
What Does “Highly Effective” Mean? All three vaccines are reported to be “highly affective, or 95% effective. A
September 8 article coming from the UK reports that the Astra-Zeneca vaccine was put on hold because of an “adverse”
reaction [that turned out to injure someone for life].15 The article lets us know that the vaccine is being tested in four
countries: the UK, the U.S., Brazil, and South Africa. Across the United States, there are 62 locations where it is being
tried out on humans. [All of the vaccine companies skipped the testing on animals and went right to humans to expedite
getting the vaccines on the market, part of OWS, “Operation Warp Speed.”]
Another Astra-Zenace Vaccine, called FluMist Quadrivalent, was recalled in the USA in 2015-2016 flu season. It was a
nasal spray vaccine, that the CDC said was only 3% effective and offered “no protective benefit.” 16
What is an Adverse Reaction? The article states “There are a number of different reactions that can qualify as
suspected serious adverse reactions, symptoms that require hospitalization, life-threatening illness and even death.” 17 And
has someone died? Yes, in a test run of Astra-Zenaka in Brazil, a man died on October 15. However, his death was not
reported until four days later. According to reporter Lance Johnson, “The vaccine maker won’t be going to court over the
death, no details of the death will be released to the public, and AstraZeneca won’t even be required to suspend their
vaccine trials.” Instead, they will continue their vaccine experiments unabated, with no formal questioning or investigation
into their scientific method and or toxic ingredients.”
What does Anvisa, the health regulatory agency in Brazil, say about the death? They made the following amazing
statement: “Data on clinical research volunteers must be kept confidential, in accordance with the principles of
confidentiality, human dignity, and protection of participants.” So, deaths caused by vaccines must be kept
“confidential’ to protect ‘human dignity!”
Johnson ends his article with the following: “The most recent [reported] death in Brazil is being swept under the rug in
broad daylight, shining a light on the creepy arrogance of vaccine makers who murder innocent volunteers right in the
open, with no mercy, no recourse and no justice…”18
Now, in November, two months later, that same vaccine is being proposed as being highly “effective for the elderly.” Is
the desired effect to actually kill the elderly – to protect their human dignity? Is that what highly effective means?
What About the Pfizer and Moderna Vaccines? They are also similar mRNA vaccines, reported to be 95% effective
– what does that mean? Have there been adverse effects on people in their clinical testing as well? If that is the case, we
probably will not be told anything about them, again for the sake of “human dignity.” And there have been several laws
passed in the U.S. that make big pharma companies exempt from law suits.
A Case of Unethical Conduct by Pfizer's with a Meningitis Drug in 1996. There is a case in Nigeria of how Pfizer
failed to get proper consent for the trial of a new drug called Trovan that they had tested on 200 kids, and eleven died.
Parents were not even informed that their children were being used for the testing. Pfizer bribed officials to let them go on
testing the drug; they gave fake ethics documents backing the test to the FDA and “cut corners because speed was of the
essence.” Really, it was because “stock options and bonuses were at stake in the new drug.” Fortunately, the drug was
eventually “nixed” for meningitis because “it had a risk of complications.”19
Who will Get the Vaccine First? December 10, the FDA approved the vaccines for Pfizer expedited under emergency
orders. They were shipped out on Friday, Dec. 11. They began being given out starting Monday, December 14. Approval
of Moderna will happen soon by the FDA and probably be sent out by December 21. The CDC are the ones who
determined who gets them first. They voted 13 to 1 to have the vaccines to go first to health care providers, doctors and
nurses (21 million), and then to the elderly in long term care facilities (3 million). Between Pfizer and Moderna, there are
enough for 40 million Americans with booster shots to be given one month after the first shot.20 Probably teachers will
next be on the list, then those who deal with food. The next batch will go to everyone else next spring and finally to the
children. Hopefully, this article will convince people to consider saying no!
The Cost, and Who Will Distribute the Vaccine? OWS – Operation Warp Speed: Congress directed almost $10
billion to the effort of paying different companies to work rapidly on developing a vaccine, on the vials to put the vaccine
in, etc. The money has come from supplemental funding and the CARES Act. People will not have to pay for the vaccine.
The government has already paid for them. Who will distribute the vaccine? None other than the National Guard, whom
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we thought we could trust to protect us. On June 18, the Senate Armed Services Committee held a confirmation hearing
for Lieutenant General Daniel Hokanson to become Chief of the National Guard Bureau. He, with Army General Gustave
Perna, has been leading the “Operation Warp Speed” in its development of a COVID-19 vaccine and in its distribution. 21
Can the Vaccine be Mandated by the Federal, State or City Government? How About Schools and Businesses?
According to an article in Today.com, yes, the vaccine can be mandated by the federal government for all healthcare
workers, but for the general population, it is left up to the states. However, the federal government can persuade people to
get a vaccine by punishing them for not getting one – perhaps no passport without one. The states and cities can also
impose fines or other punishments for not getting a vaccine. For example, California has already passed laws that children
cannot attend public schools without being vaccinated; New York City passed a law in 2019 that certain sections of the city
had to have the measles vaccine or be fined $1,000. Schools and universities can impose a mandatory vaccination rule for
their students, and businesses can do the same for their employees. Anti-discrimination laws provide some help to those
who refuse the vaccines. If you can’t get the vaccine for medical reasons, that could be labeled “a disability under the
Americans with Disabilities Act, which would require an employer to accommodate you. That could mean requiring you to
wear a mask on the job or have
limited contact with other people.22
How Will the Vaccine Be Given? Eventually the Goal is to Use an MIT Hi-Tech “Tattoo:” It may not happen this
time with this vaccination, but if Bill Gates has his way, which he usually does, a later vaccine (or a booster) will be given
through a special device, a tattoo, that has been under development for the past two years at MIT and now Rice University.
Gates is the one who suggested the tattoo and has been funding its development along with the Koch Brothers. It delivers a
vaccine at the same time it inserts a tattoo under the skin. This happens with an invisible dye, that can’t be seen with the
naked eye, but can be picked up with an infra-red scanner on a cell phone.
Researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) have developed this ‘mark’ that will most likely be
administered by Gavi, the global vaccine agency that also falls under the umbrella of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.
[They seem to have their hands in every organization that has anything to do with vaccines!]
What are Reasons for Having an Imbedded Tattoo?
 Fulfillment of UN ID2020 – a program created in May, 2016, in NYC, funded by the Rockefeller Foundation and the
Gates Foundation calling for digital, biometric ID systems to be created for the whole world, starting in 2020. 23
 To Allow Access to Public Venues: “Today, with the global service economy shut down to prevent large groups of
infectious humans from assembling, it is easier to imagine a day when people are required to have their infrared ID
‘tattoo’ scanned in order to be granted access to any number of public venues.” Bill Gates
 Convenience – No Papers Necessary: You won’t have to worry about carrying a card or papers to prove your
vaccination history. This is one of the reason given by the Science Translational Medicine Magazine.24
 To Show that You Now Belong to the State: Doesn’t having a number inside your skin sound kind of like the tattooed
number that were on all the Jewish people in the Nazi concentration camps? They didn’t have to carry papers anymore
either. Or it could be compared to the identification brand that is branded on cattle? It shows that you now belong to
someone else. You are being numbered and branded.
 So People Can all be Numbered, Tracked and Traced: There will be a scanner at the entrance to every building,
every store, every bus, train, and before we can board an airplane. If you do not have a tattoo, the scanner will beep and
you will not be allowed to enter.
 “Kind of Like a Bar Code Tattoo:” In a December 18, 2019 article coming from Rice University of Texas, writer Mike
Williams states that these “tags under the skin become something like a bar-code tattoo.” Just what we have always
wanted – a bar code inside our arm! Does that mean we are now like merchandise – for sale? Williams added, “They
are incorporated in an array of sugar-based microneedles on a patch. When the needles dissolve in about two minutes,
they deliver the vaccine and leave the pattern of tags just under the skin.”
 “A Highly Specific Medical Record:” So instead of having to carry your medical record papers, it is all placed in
“copper-based quantum dots embedded in biocompatible, micron-scale capsules.” And even though the dye is
invisible to the naked eye, “the pattern they set can be read and interpreted by a special smartphone.
 “It’s all for the Children:” When Kevin McHugh, bioengineer, who led the project at MIT, got started with the twoyear project at MIT, he was told by Bill Gates that the idea was aimed at the “1.5 million preventable deaths that result
from a lack of vaccinations, primarily in developing nations.”25
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“Your arm will be a walking billboard of your vaccine history. Each vaccine will have a corresponding tattoo
to tell whoever is scanning you that you are current with all of your shots.”
Since people are so tired of being in lockdown mode and are so eager to be back with people, and be part of the next big
event, Gates thinks millions will be lining up for miles to get their inoculation, even if it contains tracking technologies.
How Will the Tattoo Be Put Under the
Skin? The magazine Futurism writes, “The
invisible ‘tattoo’ accompanying the vaccine is
a pattern made up of minuscule quantum dots
— tiny semi-conducting crystals that reflect
light — that glow under infrared light. The
pattern and vaccine gets delivered into the
skin using hi-tech dissolvable microneedles
made of a mixture of polymers and sugar.”26
As you can see from the illustration, there
is a four prong device that will be used over the skin, probably the wrist (for easier scanning). One of the microneedles will
deliver the vaccine, while the other three will insert the dye to create the tattoo.
A pattern of 1.5-millimeter microneedles that contain vaccine and fluorescent quantum dots are applied as a patch. The
needles dissolve under the skin, leaving the encapsulated quantum dots. Their pattern can be read to identify the vaccine
that was administered. (Credit: Second Bay Studios)
The Patch Can Be Customized to Imprint Different Patterns According to Whatever Type of Vaccine a Person
Has: This is what the MIT website states: “By selectively loading microparticles into microneedles, the patches deliver a
pattern into the skin that is invisible to the naked eye but can be scanned with a smart phone that has the infrared filter
removed. The patch can be customized to imprint different patterns that correspond to the type of vaccine used.”
The microparticles used for the dye consist of nanocrystals called quantum dots. MIT scientists have tested these and
found that this tattoo could last five years, other reports say a lifetime, even if you are tanning in the hot sun.
What the Dye is Made of – “Luciferase and Luciferin:” According to a BBC report, MIT has been conducting
experiments over several years working with “near-infrared light-emitting microparticles” called luciferase (the same
enzyme that creates bioluminescence in different organisms such as fireflies), and luciferin (a small molecule that emits
light as a result of oxidization caused by the presence of a luciferase enzyme).27 The report asks who is behind all this? Of
course, the name of Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation come up
The BBC report states that MIT has already tested this tattoo on live animals and human cadaver skin, according to Ana
Jaklenec, a researcher at MIT. They published a news article about it on Dec 18, 2019, titled, “Storing medical information
below the skin’s surface.” The article states, patterns” of dye are made from “near-infrared light-emitting microparticles” that
MIT used to make plants glow in the dark, called luciferase and lucerferin.
“The Mark of the Beast:” Amazingly, the BBC actually refers to the fact that many people believe this tattoo is what is
described in Revelations 13, the prophecy of the Mark of the Beast come true, which states that we won’t be able to buy or
sell without this mark. They ask, “Is this technology an ancient prophecy coming to fruition?”
The Book of Revelation includes several prophecies about the “end times.” Rev. 13: 16 -18 states; “He causes all, both
small and great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on their right hand or on their foreheads, and that no one
may buy or sell except one who has the mark or the name of the beast, or the number of his name. Here is wisdom. Let him
that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred
threescore and six [666]” (Revelation 13:17–18, KJV).
“A Grievous Sore:” There is one more scripture in Revelations that warns us of the “mark” - Rev. 16:2; we are told that
those who take the mark will have a “noisome and grievous sore” develop where the mark is. Could that sore be cancer?
Could the luciferase and lucerferin dye cause cancer to develop on your wrist, or the nanochip in your forehead? Pet doctors
have found where the little RFID chip is inserted in the back of the neck of dogs and cats, sometime a tumor grows around
the chip. The radiation coming out of the RF chip can obviously create a grievous sore. That is what happens with all nano
chips, they give out radiation.
“Letting Lucifer In:” Many people who are interested in Biblical prophecy are wondering if a quantum dot tattoo could
be the ushering in of “the mark of the beast.” One can look at the scripture and observe the following connections it has to
the tech tattoo: Lucifer is the name of Satan, (aka the name of “the beast”). The technology uses “Luciferase” / “Luciferin.
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Meaning, the injection using this technology has an ingredient that’s literally called “Lucifer in.” The technology has an
observable association with the number of “the beast” (666) and has the potential to control buying and selling.
Patent for AI Human Body Activity to Connect with Cryptocurrency: Bill Gates is going one step further through
his plans to control our lives. He wants to turn us all into AI robots. March 26, 2020, Microsoft filed a patent with the
World Intellectual Property Organization website – [the UN patent office], because Gates wants it for the whole world!
This is Gates’ plan for “human body activity associated with a…cryptocurrency system.” Crypto-currency also involves
buying and selling. The name for the patent is— CRYPTOCURRENCY SYSTEM USING BODY ACTIVITY DATA.”
This is how some interpret the number WO2020-060606: the WO means world order; 2020 means the year it was filed; and
060606? If you drop the zeros, you have 666, aka the number of “the beast.”28
The Human Body Will No Longer Be Natural: A patent cannot be filed for anything that is natural, so obviously the
plans are to change the human body to “unnatural.” This patent is for a piece of technology (a nano chip) that will be
implanted into your brain (probably the top of your forehead, where the pineal gland is. The chip will keep track of your
cryptocurrency allocations and your health data. So when your body has done its exercises for the day, you’ve had all the
vaccines you need, and anything else required of you by the establishment for your “health maintenance,” then you will get
your cryptocurrency allotment for the day. It will be transferred to your cell phone or eventually to your chip in your arm or
your forehead, which can be scanned to pay for whatever you buy or sell. Data will keep track of your daily allotment, plus
of everything you do during the day. If you do not perform the required activities, you will not get your daily allotment. If
you do not believe this is possible, check out what the patent says itself:
The patent outlines the technology where “human body activity, associated with a task provided, may be used in a mining
process of a cryptocurrency (CC) system. A server may provide a task to a device of a user which is communicatively
coupled to the server. A sensor … may sense body activity of the user. The CC system coupled to the device of the user
may verify if the body activity data satisfies one or more conditions set by the CC system, and award CC to the user whose
body activity is verified.” 29
In other words, the human is given an activity to accomplish [and if it is done according to the conditions set], a message
is sent from the body sensor [the neuro-link chip inside the brain] to the cloud, and to the cryptocurrency system, rewarding
the human with his money.” Greg Reese of Info Wars adds, “And while this is all happening, the world is being told to stay
at home until a vaccine can be developed, while the 5G needed to run AI is rapidly rolling out world-wide.”
Will Any of the Elite Take the Chip? “You won’t even sense it – it will be part of your presence all the time.” This
is what Eric Schmidt, Google Chairman, said about the system at the Economic World Forum, held in Davos, Switzerland,
January 21-24, 2020. The theme of the conference was “How to Survive the 21st Century.” And how will Eric Schmidt
know this? He won’t be taking the chip, nor the vaccine or tattoo. Neither will Bill Gates or Dr. Fauci, or Ray Kurzweil,
Google’s founder, or any of the other global elite of society. That is just for the rest of the world. Just as the children of
Bill Gates and Obama’s children went to private schools and escaped the dumbed down Common Core education that all
the other children received, the elite march to a different drummer. They are the ones in charge. They are the controllers;
we are the controlees.
DARPA’s Biochip: There is a second witness for the plans for a nano chip, coming from a very trusted source to most
conservatives - former Congressman and a medical doctor, Dr. Ron Paul, who heads up now “Campaign for Liberty.” He
warns us about an implantable biochip funded by DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Project Agency), to hit markets by
2021. Dr. Paul writes that implanting microchips to track us used to appear only in futuristic movies, but “unfortunately,
the future is now!” Now that big government and their “public-private-partnership satellite organizations” have sufficiently
scared the public enough with the virus, they think that they can now coerce us into paying for this biochip technology with
tax-paying dollars. Of course, it will be just one more thing “to deprive us of our rights.”
“Mandatory” Implantable Chip: Dr. Paul writes, “The technology they’re promoting has such limited appeal, it has
to be mandatory to ensure the D.C. lobbyists can even have a slim chance at someone adopting their products.” MintPress
News, a watchdog group, are the ones who discovered DARPA’s plans to “institutionalize these implantable biochips by
2021.”
What Will the Biochips Do to the Human Body – First Step to Transhumanism? MintPress News states the
following:
Once firmly implanted inside the body, human cells are at the mercy of any mRNA program delivered via this substrate,
unleashing a nightmare of possibilities. It is perhaps, the first step towards full-on transhumanism; a philosophy that is in
vogue with many powerful and influential people, such as Google’s Ray Kurzweil and Eric Schmidt, and whose proponents
see the fusion of technology and biology as an inevitable consequence of human progress.
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Ron Paul states that from their own writings, one can see how Kurzweil and Schmidt and their cronies are “intentionally
trying to change our biology and rob us of our humanity.” He adds, they are certainly “robbing us of our medical freedom.”
How Will this Biochip Program be Paid For? Dr. Paul believes DARPA and Kurzweil and Schmidt are probably
counting on the taxpayer to be paying for this through the “Testing, Reaching, And Contacting Everyone Act – TRACE
Act,” which just happens to have a very suspicious sounding House bill number as well - HR6666!
How Will the Biochip be Implanted? Dr. Paul suspects that the TRACE Act may be the way that the biochip will be
given to everyone. The bill allows for “related activities and other purposes.” So when the “Stasi-style police force enters
your home to conduct their testing and contact tracing,” will the chip be implanted as part of the testing, or as they are
drawing blood, or as they are supposedly taking your temperature with their gun-like devise that touches your forehead? Or
will it be inserted with the mandatory vaccine? And for those who refuse to comply, will they be the ones who “test
positive,” so they will be forcibly removed from their home and loved ones? 30
A Cashless Society is Coming: It’s not a stretch to imagine how the vaccine and tattoo technology, or the nano chip
could either directly or indirectly control buying and selling. If we move to a fully digital commerce system, like
cryptocurrency, and all that it entails, we will migrate from digital contactless wallets in our smartphones or watches to
digital wallets hooked up to a tiny tattoo or a nanochip inside our foreheads.
End of Privacy and Economic Independence: Alex Newman writes the following: “Finally, there is the move toward a
cashless, global currency regime that would eliminate what remains of privacy and economic independence while
empowering self-styled global ‘authorities’ to fund all of their schemes. Coronavirus, of course, is simply the excuse—the
agenda was put in motion many years ago.”
Newman tells of the “Better Than Cash” alliance that was formed in 2012, headquartered at the UN, with the purpose
“to abolish cash.” He tells of its members - dozens of governments, UN agencies, foundations, banks, credit card
companies, and, of course, the Gates Foundation. Newman tells of The International Monetary Fund, IMF, that “is also
accelerating the push for a world currency.” “The goal is to make the IMF a sort of global Federal Reserve with the ability
to rob humanity at will to fund ‘global governance’ by creating new ‘digital currency’ in unlimited quantities.” 31
How Soon is this Coming? Have you noticed how many banks are downsizing? My husband and I spoke to a teller at
City Bank, which is now closing its last remaining office in Santa Rosa at the end of 2020. The closest bank will be in San
Rafael, an hour away. On the counter was a sign that said, “Sorry about the inconvenience of having a shortage of coins.” I
asked her about that. She said that two U.S. mints have closed because of the virus, and people are not wanting to use coins
- afraid to handle them because of the virus. She said that is true about paper money as well.
I boldly asked, “Do you think we’re heading for a cashless society?” To my surprise, she did not hesitate in answering,
“Yes.” But she did not know how soon.
Just out of curiosity, I asked my search engine, how soon will we become a cashless society? There were many articles
that popped up. Obviously, lots of people are expecting this to happen. One article, titled “War on Cash, Why Governments
want to Eliminate Cash,” tells how this is definitely the plan.32
“The Great Reset:” Some believe one of the most important topics at the World Economic Forum Conference in
Davos, Switzerland in January, 2021, will be talking about moving us into a cashless society. Martin Armstrong of
Armstrong Economics writes in an article July 3, 2020: “We just released this report which includes, as part of the Great
Reset, the push to eliminate paper money to move toward a digital currency world where they can track everything we do
and allow for drastic increases in taxation.
The report states that the Bank of Canada is already on board: “The Bank of Canada is embarking on a program of
major social significance to design a contingent system for a central bank digital currency (CBDC), which can be thought
of as a banknote, but in digital form.”
Fortunately, Armstrong recognizes this “cashless system” for what it will be - pure “fascism!” with more government
control over our lives and our finances. He writes, “The future will never be the same. We are staring in the face of a
totally new fascist type authoritarian state.” All of our financial data will be able to be tracked and traced, and our taxes
increased, just by taking our digital money directly out of our digital accounts. There will be no stopping government from
pure piracy.
Of course, Armstrong warns us that anyone who disagrees with this globalist government plan will be immediately
called a “conspiracy nut” or a “right-wing zealot” because “they” [the globalists] will never debate the issues — they
simply prefer to attack the messenger.”33
What Happens if We Refuse the Vaccine and the Nano Chip? As the Book of Revelations says, “no buying or
selling” without it. We won’t be allowed in the supermarket; no entering your own office building; no entering an airport,
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no traveling on a train, or hailing an Uber. It’s simple to see this correlation between the mandatory mask wearing or no
entering of supermarkets, travel on planes or public transport, or entering restaurants, cinemas, or just be in any public place
in general. They are getting us used to being told what we can do with our own body. 34 It is also interesting to see the
difference between mask and mark is just one letter.
“Mass Gatherings will be Illegal Without a COVID Vaccine: Gates states, “Anything that could be defined as a
“mass
gathering” would be considered an act of civil disobedience without a vaccine. This would be spectators packed into a
stadium
for a sporting event, protesters out on the street in a demonstration, large family gatherings, weddings, church meetings.
People will Lose their Job: In Australia, they already have bill boards saying, “No jab, no job.” In other words, if you
don’t take the vaccine, you won’t be able to hold down your job. This is also what people are being told in the UK.
Conservative MP Tom Tugendhat warned that those who won't get the vaccine "may find it hard to
return to normal life."35
A Brave Doctor Speaks out: A medical doctor named Dr. Carrie Madej was interviewed by
Mike Adams, the Health Ranger, on his Brighteon podcast, October 4. She was an internal medicine
physician in charge of two clinics in Atlanta Georgia. But because she began to speak out about her
concern of what was in vaccines, she became greatly persecuted. The persecution became so severe,
she finally, in 2015, cut all ties with insurance companies, with government
Dr. Carrie Madej
entities, with hospitals, and left the country. She is living in a foreign land,
doing telemedicine and concierge work and is still speaking out. She feels it is worth the sacrifice she has made because
this is so important. “It is such a pivotal time in history,” she said. She cannot remain silent and urges all other doctors and
scientists to also speak out of the truth that they know.
This Was all Pre-planned: Dr. Madej said that she attended a world congress meeting in 2014, for scientists and
doctors from around the world. They spoke about the future of medicine and humanity with a transhumanist theme. One of
the speakers, a Dr. Greg Bender spoke about a coming pandemic in 2020 from a coronavirus called COVID – 19 and that
they were working with China to do this. He spoke about a patent that they would have for research and development, to
alter the Geno, to manipulate it, and to synthesize it. Again, you can’t patent something that is natural So we humans are
to be altered to an unnatural state. And since they will have a patent on us, they will be able to own us and alter us. In his
talk Bender asked, “What is God? God creates; now we can create; now we are gods.”
“They Call it “Transfection.” Bender said that they will be “genetically modifying humans, creating new synthetic
genes.” Dr. Carrie adds, “Genetically modified humans are sterile; they mutate; they get cancers.” Again, Bender said
they would use “the excuse of COVID 19 to create this transfection.” They were saying by doing this, they could get rid of
disease by manipulating the Genome. [A genome is an organism's complete set of DNA, including all of its genes.] But Dr.
Carrie believes they will be creating more cancers. She said that Bender also said they could download messages into us
and memories that were not really ours. It is as if we will become our own smart phone. That is why they need so many
more 5G antennas and 5G satellites, so they can expand the big bandwidth in the clouds, so we as humans can be connected
to the internet of things and to the cryptocurrency.
We will no longer know what are our thoughts or
their thoughts. They could even send a message for
the body to destroy itself.36
Why Would Bill Gates Want to Promote a
Vaccine that is Dangerous and Would Change
our DNA? Isn’t Bill Gates supposed to be this
Bill Gates with his eugenicist father William Gates and Anthony Fauci

wonderful philanthropist and humanitarian who
Bill Gates with his father William Gates Esq. and Dr. Tony Fauci

wants to help everyone? Well there is a whole different side
to Bill Gates. Remember his father, who passed away from Alzheimer’s in September, was an eugenicist. He believed the
earth was overpopulated, and it was his job to help alleviate that problem. He believed in abortion and was the head of
Planned Parenthood for a while. Bill, his son, shares those same believes. That is what he believes vaccines are all about –
not to preserve life, but to prevent life or to take life. Gates gave a TED talk presentation in February, 2010, where he talked
about the world being over populated, and what some of the solutions could be. He said:
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“The world today has 6.8 billion people. That's heading up to about nine billion. Now if we do a really great job
on new vaccines, health care, reproductive health services [meaning abortion], we could lower that by perhaps
10 or 15 percent." 37
Examples of How Gates Has Put his Beliefs into Actions: His tetanus vaccine given through the UN in Kenya, Africa, in
2016 caused 500,000 women to be infertile. The same thing had already happened in the Philippines, Nicaragua, and
Mexico.38 His polio vaccines in India caused 496,000 children between 2000 and 2017 to have polio. In 2017, the Indian
Government dialed back Gates’ vaccine regimen and evicted Gates and his cronies.39 His Gardasil vaccine caused 1,000s of
girls in India in 2009-2010 to have sterility and death. In 2017 Gates was sued by the Indian government. 40
A Large Group of Doctors Across the Globe, World Doctors’ Alliance, Are Warning Against the Vaccine: They
are from the UK, Ireland, Belgium, Germany, France, Norway, Sweden, the Netherlands, Spain, and the U.S. They give
similar statements: the vaccine was hastily created, not tested enough, it is experimental, it was never tested on animals,
just using humans as their guinea pigs. There has never been a successful coronavirus vaccine. Whatever has been done in
the past had serious side effects that harmed people for life and sometimes caused death. They are all concerned about the
fact that this vaccine will be permanently changing and modifying our RNA and DNA. Some speak about the
transhumanist agenda, and that the nanobots placed in the body by the vaccine can be affected and made worse by 5G and
place you permanently under the control of the State. 41
“The Vaccine is Downright Dangerous!” One of the above mentioned doctors is Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, a German doctor
who has written a bestselling book called Corona: False Alarm? that was just translated into English. He was interviewed
on Laura Ingraham’s FOX News show, December 7. She asked him, “So you think the COVID-19 vaccine is
unnecessary?" He replied, “I think it's downright dangerous. And I warn you, if you go along these lines, you are going to
go to your doom.” Laura couldn’t ask him why he said that. They were out of time, but she said she would have him back
again.42
Spiritual Warfare: Mike Adams and Dr. Carrie Madej both agree that this is spiritual warfare that we are engaged in.
The people behind this plan to create human AI robots, are all either atheists or Satanists thinking that they can play god.
They are trying to perfect the human body, which does not need perfecting. They are also seeking to control each of us, just
as Satan wishes to do. We must be strong and courageous and willing to speak out before there is no other opportunity, our
freedoms will be totally gone. She encourages medical staff to band together. If twenty nurses at a hospital say they refuse
to take the vaccine, surely they will not be fired. It is hard to replace good nurses and especially that many of them. She
said these bullies are like the little man behind the curtain in the Wizard of Oz. If you stand up to them unitedly and expose
the truth about them, they will back down.
Be Prepared for a Rough Road Ahead: As we are told, if we refuse to take the vaccine, the tattoo and the chip, we
and our family must be prepared to survive on our own for a long time without being able to buy or sell, and this could be
happening much quicker than we ever imagined – if 40 million vaccines are coming by the middle and end of December,
2020. As you have already read, if you are among health care workers or the elderly, you may have to make this decision
soon. If our world is going to be forced into a cashless society, where you can only deal with cryptocurrency, then those of
us who say no to the vaccine, the tattoo and the chip, will be without means to buy anything – even if we were allowed to
enter a store. Maybe now would be a good time to buy seeds (make sure they are heirloom seeds) and get ready for a
garden, have a storage of basics like flour, sugar, honey, yeast, powdered milk, rice, beans. Make sure you have vitamins
and foods to build up your immune system. Have soap and detergent to wash clothes. If you have the funds, think of
paying your mortgage off or paying your property taxes into the future. Have a way of protecting you and your family. If
you don’t have a gun, it might be good time to invest in one. Buy extra bullets that you could also use for bartering.
You will need the tattoo or chip to buy gas for your car, so pretty soon you will not be able to use your car. Maybe now
would be a good time to bring out your old bicycles and get them ready for use again, maybe attach a kind of wagon that
you can pull behind if your need to carry things or for evacuation. Have backpacks all ready with food and supplies, also,
in case of having to evacuate.
You probably won’t be able to have electricity if you can’t pay the power bills; maybe buy extra blankets for the cold
winters when you won’t be able to purchase gas or propane for your furnace, or buy a solar generator that can give you
power. Buy lots of extra can goods or dehydrated food that can be stored and do not need refrigerating. Think through
everything you need throughout your day’s activities and buy extra while you can. It might be good to have extra essential
things to share or barter with others who are likeminded and have also refused to take the vaccine, the tattoo, and the chip.
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Trust God’s Calvary Instead of Fauci’s: Instead of relying on Dr. Fauci and Bill Gates and their “Calvary” vaccine
coming to “save us,” led us instead trust God and our true savior Jesus Christ, who died for us on Calvary. Obviously, his
disciple John was given revelation from God to warn us to not take the “mark in our right hand” nor in our “forehead” and
warned us of the grievous sore that would follow for those who do take the mark. Let us heed this warning and say no to
the supposed “saving vaccine” and anything else that comes along with it, like the tattoo and nano chip.
Remember God wants us to be strong, free and not in bondage. But we must be prepared to do our part. In
Ephesians 6: we are told to “stand” in three different verses 11,13,14. We’re told to “be strong in the Lord,”(verse 10) and
“to put on the whole armor of God that we may be able to withstand in the evil day.” (verse 11) And we certainly are in an
evil day
with more coming. In Galations, we are told to “Stand fast therefore in the liberty wherewith Christ hath made us free, and
be not entangled again with the yoke of bondage.” (Galatians 1:5)
This is also a good time to get right with the Lord, to repent, to ask forgiveness and to pray mightily!
[The book by Orlean Koehle, Unmasking the Masquerade will soon be available.
www.BooksforTruth.com. or by calling 707-539-8393]

You can preorder the book at
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